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Basic Figures

- 4-LOM
- 8D8
- Admiral Ackbar
- Arfive-Defour (R5-D4)
- Artoo-Detoo (R2-D2) with Sensorscope
- AT-AT Commander
- AT-AT Driver
- AT-ST Driver
- Ben (Obi-Wan) Kenobi
- Bespin Security Guard (black)
- Bespin Security Guard (white)
- Bib Fortuna
- Boba Fett
- Bossk (Bounty Hunter)
- B-Wing Pilot
- Chewbacca
- Chief Chirpa
- Cloud Car Pilot
- Darth Vader
- Death Star Droid
- Dengar
- Emperor's Royal Guard
- FX-7
- Gamorrean Guard
- General Madine
- Greedo
- Hammerhead
- Han Solo
- Han Solo (Bespin Outfit)
- Han Solo (Hoth Battle Gear)
- Han Solo (Trench Coat)
- IG-88
- Imperial Commander
- Imperial Stormtrooper (Hoth Battle Gear)
- Imperial TIE Fighter Pilot
- Jawa
- Klaatu
- Klaatu (Skiff Guard Outfit)
- Lando Calrissian
- Lando Calrissian (Skiff Guard Disguise)
- Lobot
- Logray (Ewok Medicine Man)
- Luke Skywalker
- Luke Skywalker (Bespin Fatigues)
- Luke Skywalker (Hoth Battle Gear)
- Luke Skywalker (Jedi Knight Outfit)
- Luke Skywalker (X-Wing Fighter Pilot)
- Lumat
- Nien Nunb
- Nikto
- Paploo
- Power Droid
- Princess Leia Organa
- Princess Leia Organa (Bespin Gown)
- Princess Leia Organa (Boushh Disguise)
- Princess Leia Organa (Hoth Outfit)
- Princess Leia Organa (in Combat Poncho)
- Prune Face
- Rancor Keeper
- Rebel Commander
- Rebel Commando
- Rebel Soldier (Hoth Battle Gear)
- Ree-Yees
- See-Threepio (C-3PO)
- Snaggletooth
- Squid Head
- Star Destroyer Commander
- Stormtrooper
- Teebo
- The Emperor
- Too-Onebee (2-1B)
- Tusken Raider (Sand People)
- Ugnaught
- Walrus Man
- Weequay
- Wicket W. Warrick
- Yoda (The Jedi Master)
  - vine snake
- Zuckuss

Multi-Packs

- Sy Snootles and the Rebo Band
  - Droopy McCool
  - Max Rebo
  - Sy Snootles

Creatures
- Rancor Monster Figure

**Collector Series (SW packaging)**
- Patrol Dewback Figure

### Vehicles

- “Battle Damaged” Imperial TIE Fighter Vehicle
- “Battle Damaged” X-Wing Fighter
  - R2-D2*
- AT-AT (Imperial All Terrain Armored Transport) Vehicle
- B-Wing Fighter Vehicle
- Ewok Combat Glider
- Imperial Shuttle Vehicle
- Millennium Falcon
- Rebel Armored Snowspeeder Vehicle
- Scout Walker Vehicle
- Speeder Bike Vehicle
- TIE Interceptor Vehicle
- Y-Wing Fighter Vehicle

**Collector Series (SW packaging)**
- Darth Vader TIE Fighter Vehicle
- Landspeeder Vehicle

**Mini-Rigs**
- AST-5 (Armored Sentinel Transport Vehicle)
- CAP-2 (Captivator)
- Desert Sail Skiff Vehicle
- Endor Forest Ranger Vehicle
- INT-4 (Interceptor)
- ISP-6 (Imperial Shuttle Pod Vehicle)
- MLC-3 (Mobile Laser Cannon)
- MTV-7 (Multi-Terrain Vehicle)

* Affixed to Vehicle

### Playsets

- Ewok Village Action Playset
- Jabba the Hutt Action Playset
  - Jabba the Hutt
  - Salacious Crumb

### Accessories

- Ewok Assault Catapult Accessory
- Radar Laser Cannon
- Tri-Pod Laser Canon
- Vehicle Maintenance Energizer

**Carrying Cases**
- Action Figure Collector’s Case
- Chewbacca Bandolier Strap
- Darth Vader Collector’s Case
- Laser Rifle Carry Case
- See-Threepio (C-3PO) Collector’s Case

**Mail-Aways**
- Anakin Skywalker
- Nien Nunb
- Return of the Jedi Poster
- The Emperor

**Exclusives**

**Sears**
- The Jabba the Hutt Dungeon
  - 8D8
  - Klaatu (Skiff Guard Outfit)
  - Nikto